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ABSTRACT: Semiconductor array and vidicon imaging systems are receiving widespread attention for application to
close-range photogrammetri.c measurement. The principal advantages of these systems are automatic image measure
ment and real t.lme processmg for object space data. However, the resolution of currently available systems is such
that .there are hmltatIons on the achIevable preCISIOn of object space coordinates, restricting the potential range of
apphcatIons. ThIS paper revl~ws current hardware and techniques with the emphasis on improved object space pre
CIsIOn. The results of sImulatIOns are presented to indicate the potential precision of a number of hardware configu
ratIons.

INTRODUCTION

N
on-p~otographic photogrammetry has been in widespread
use since. the early 1970s when the first Landsat imagery

w~s made ~vaIiable, an~ satellite remote sensing dominates the
sCIence of Image a~alysls. However, the use of digital imagery
for photogrammetnc metrology predates remote sensing by al
~ost 20 ye~rs, as the first. attempts at map production using
Video scanmng were made m the 1950s (Rosenberg, 1955). Since
those early developments, video systems have been used in a
variety of applic~tions, principally orthophotomap production,
but also I~dustnal measurement control (Pinkney, 1978), bios
tereometncs (Real and Fujimoto, 1985), and close-range pho
togra~metricmetrology (Stewart, 1978; Miller et aI, 1985).

Slgmficant developments in the use of digital imagery for
close-range photogrammetric metrology have occurred in the
last few years because of technological advances in microelec
tronics and se~iconduc.tors.The catalyst of these developments
has .been the mtroductIon of low cost, commercially available
se~lcond~ctor Image sensor arrays and image digitizers com
patIble With personal computers. Although solid state image
sensor arrays were first developed as early as 1970 (Amelio et
al.,. 1970), only recently have digital imaging systems based on
~ohd-state arrays reduced in cost to the point where the capital
Investment and cost-benefit ratio has become acceptable to a
broad spectrum of users.

The.i~petus behin~ ~he development of semiconductor array
~nd Vidicon based digital imaging systems has been supplied
m the most I:'art. by machine vision applications. The majority
of these apphcahons revolve around real-time or near-real-time
optical sensing for quality control, component inspection, and
~obot contr?1 in industria~ orproduction line environments. Speed
IS the key m these apphcatlOns as they are intended to replace
ma~ual methods for productivity, reliability, and cost consid
eratIons. Close-range photogrammetric systems have been de
veloped for similar reasons, and the majority of the research
developments have focused on the automation of the photo
gramm~tric process o~ near-real-time processing of image data
USIn/? s~ple stereopalrs (EI-Hakim, 1986; Wong and Ho, 1986)
or a limited number of cameras and a multistation solution (Gruen
and Beyer, 1986; Haggren and Leikas, 1987).

All of the above applications and examples employ macro
photography, that is, either direct imagery of the object or the
s~annin~ ~f large s~ctions of conventional photographic emul
sIOns. DIgttal Imagtng systems have already made a large im
pact on ph?togrammetry and surveying using micro photography.
The promment example in this field is the automatic compar
ator, which scans a small portion of a conventional photograph
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to sub-micrometre precision. However, this paper will explore
the potential of macro photography in the context of the pre
cision of close-range photogrammetry.

The potential of semiconductor array and vidicon image sen
sors is promising for close-range metrology, but in general such
digital sensors are unlikely to precipitate the demise of the an
alog photograph for some time to come. Apart from the re
quirements of pattern recognition, image analysis, and image
correlation which are being subjected to intense research at
present, the limiting factors are the resolutions and format sizes
of the currently available sensors. The low resolutions and very
small formats of commercially available "off-the-shelf" systems
has restricted the use of these types of image sensors to appli
cations with low accuracy demands. The most optimistic rela
tive accuracies in the object space, reported by various
investigators concentrating on close-range photogrammetric
metrology, have been on the order of 1:5,000 to 1:10,000 (Gruen,
1987).

APPLICATION TO PRECISE CLOSE-RANGE METROLOGY

Conventional close-range photogrammetry has had wide ap
plication to engineering and industrial metrology tasks with
high accuracy demands (Kenefick, 1971; Cooper, 1979; Fraser
and Brown, 1986). The combination of factors such as long focal
lengthllarge format cameras, high resolution emulsions, retro
targetting, precision image measurement, and sophisticated
multistation simulation, adjustment, and analysis procedures
has led to object space relative accuracies well in excess of
1:100,000. Realization of this level of accuracy requires, among
?ther things, large numbers of convergent photographs and
Imaged targets. A typical application may require up to ten
camera stations and 100 targets. If measured manually on a
mono- or stereo-comparator, precise image observations be
come a demanding and time consuming task which degrades
the cost-effectiveness of the technique.

The demands of precise image observations can be alleviated
partially by using a semi-automatic approach provided by back
driven analytical plotters. When suitably programmed, an an
alytical plotter can control the coarse pointing for each image
observation, leaving the operator to control the fine pointing
and then continue the sequence. However, this strategy results
in productivity savings "only" on the order of 30 percent. A
more effective solution is, of course, full automation, provided
by automatic comparators based on semiconductor array or vi
dicon sensors which view a small portion of the conventional
photograph (Luhmann, 1986; Robertson, 1986; Brown, 1987).
These systems are largely independent of manual operation after
an initialization phase, using digital image processing tech-
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niques to identify and precisely locate the images of targets.
When used in conjunction with retro-targets, which give a clean,
readily quantifiable image, the time required for the image ob
servations can be drastically reduced.

The negative aspect of the analytical plotter or automatic com
parator solutions is the high capital outlay (and the subsequent
running cost of a full time operator for analytical plotters), while
the positive aspect is the high precision achievable for image
observations over a large format area of conventional photog
raphy. The characteristics of semiconductor array and vidicon
imaging systems are quite the reverse; the capital outlay is rel
atively low and the subsequent running costs are minimal, while
the image observation precision is relatively coarse and re
stricted to very small format areas of direct digital imagery.

Certainly the current generation of off-the-shelf semiconduc
tor and vidicon image sensors cannot match the combination
of large format conventional photography and comparator mea
surement. Although pattern recognition techniques may effec
tively improve the low resolution of the image sensors to a level
comparable to the precision of manual comparator and analyt
ical plotter observations, the very small formats of the image
sensors results in a grave disadvantage in image scale. Fur
thermore, the calibration of such digital image sensors is a grey
area which is also currently under investigation (Burner et a/.,
1985; Curry et al., 1986; Beyer, 1987).

However, the attraction of using semiconductor array or vi
dicon imaging systems for precise close-range metrology is the
low cost, automatic measurement of target images. The lack of
resolution and small format size can be offset to some extent
by the use of sophisticated pattern recognition techniques in
conjunction with retro-targets, and by a review of multistation
network geometries. The aim of this paper is to present a pre
liminary investigation of the feasibility of the use of semicon
ductor or vidicon imaging systems for precise close-range
photogrammetric measurement. The investigation is specific to
the assessment of achievable object space accuracies for such
applications as engineering surveillance and industrial metrol
ogy.

DIGITAL IMAGING SYSTEMS

Digital imaging systems in use for machine vision and close
range photogrammetric applications are based around four pri
mary components: the image sensor, the image data digitzer,
the host computer, and the image analysis software. A com
prehensive description of these components is beyond the scope
of this paper; however, the issues relevant to the resolution,
reliability, and cost of the image capture will be dealt with here.
A more detailed description of hardware components and their
functions, as well as an extensive list of commercially available
image sensors and image data digitizers, can be found in Gruen
(1987). Alternatively, the interested reader is directed to the
many conference proceedings concerning solid state imagers
and machine vision published by SPIE (the International Society
for Optical Engineering) and MVA(the Machine Vision Associ
ation of the Society of Manufacturing Engineers).

IMAGE SENSORS

The choice of an image sensor device is essentially one of two
basic types of imaging technology, either a vidicon tube or a
semiconductor array camera. Both these types of camera replace
a conventional photographic emulsion with an electronic sensor
device. Conventional camera optics are retained, typically using
35-mm SLR or I-inch television lenses.

Vidicon cameras are based on the photoelectrical effect, and
there are a number of different versions which use photoemission
or photoconductance and solid state technology (Real, 1986).
The vidicon sensor detects the amplitude of incident light on a

layer of photosensitive material at the end of a vacuum tube by
scanning the material with a beam of electrons, resulting in a
continuous analog signal. The image data and transferred to an
image digitizer by transmitting a series of horizontal scan lines
under a strict timing and format regime, governed by
synchronization signals. A fixed number of horizontal scan lines
are assembled to compose a full frame, and the frame is refreshed
at a rate of 25 or 30 times per second (Hz). The full frame is
commonly split into two fields of alternate horizontal scan lines,
known as the interlace principle. The fields repeat at a rate of
50 or 60 Hz to enable the full screen refresh.

Semiconductor array devices are based on self-scanning solid
state silicon chips (Collet, 1985). The array device may be a
linear or area (two-dimensional matrix) type, composed of small
photosensitive detectors which accumulate a charge proportional
to the incident light photons. The detectors may be either
photocapacitors, photodiodes, or photoconductors. Each detector
corresponds to a picture element (pixel) of the entire frame. A
full frame is acquired from a linear array by the physical line
wise scanning of the object, either by moving the whole camera
or moving the array sensor within the focal plane of the camera.

There are various versions of these sensors, differentiated by
the charge readout scheme. The most common is the charge
coupled device (CCO), but there are also charge injection devices
and metal oxide semiconductor photodiodes. The latter two are
x- Y addressable within the array, while CCOs use a line
transmission scheme from the electronic scanning in a similar
fashion to vidicon systems. In fact, the preponderance of CCO
array types in the commercial market is largely attributed to
their direct compatibility with existing video digitizer technology.

Although vidicon cameras have predominated in the past,
they are rapidly being replaced by semiconductor array cameras
across a broad spectrum of applications. In terms of machine
vision and photogrammetric metrology, cco cameras have the
advantages of excellent sensor linearity and stable geometry/
radiometry (Curry et a/., 1986), large spectral and dynamic ranges,
insensitivity to magnetic fields, low power consumption, small
size and portability, low cost, and no maintenance. Purely in
terms of reliability and calibration geometry for precise
photogrammetric metrology, CCO cameras are the preferred
option. Linearity and stability problems are associated with even
high quality vidicon tube sensors (Burner et al., 1985), due to
the internal analog scanning process and external environmental
effects.

However, standard vidicon systems have some advantages
over off-the-shelf cco systems. For example, vidicon systems
are not prone to the moire fringe effects which can impair the
images produced by some types of cco. More importantly,
standard vidicon systems have an equivalent resolution over a
larger format area when compared to the common CCO systems
in commercial production.

RESOLUTION AND FORMAT SIZE

Video systems adhere to one of a number of video signal
standards which specify the frequency and number of lines per
frame. The standard in Australasia (PAUCCIR) specifies 50 Hz
and 625 lines per frame. The horizontal resolution may vary
within each transmitted frame, depending on the quality of the
vidicon sensor, from as low as 200 to as high as 2000 television
lines, with the initial capital outlay on the camera rising
accordingly. Medium quality, medium cost vidicon cameras have
a typical horizontal resolution of 1000 television lines. The physical
size of the detector area of a standard one-inch video tube is
approximately 12.7 mm by 9.5 mm. Adopting horizontal and
vertical resolutions of 1000 and 625, respectively, leads to an
equivalent rectangular pixel of dimension 13 J.L by 15 J.Lm.

In contrast, the physical detection area of CCO arrays is
significantly smaller. With some variation, the de facto standard
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array size is 8.8 mm by 6.6 mm. The number of detectors in the
array can vary considerably, from as few as 128 by 128, to as
many as 1320 by 1035 or higher. High resolution CCOs are
comensurately more expensive. A mean resolution for "off-the
shelf" CCOs would be approximately 512 by 512 pixels, and
cameras with this order of resolution are comparable in price
to vidicon cameras. Adopting the standard detector size and
mean resolution because they are common to commercially
available CCOs and represent a reasonable cost, the inter-pixel
spacing or pixel pitch is 17 11m by 13 11m, marginally larger than
the equivalent vidicon pixel.

The term pixel pitch is used in preference to the actual size
of the detectors in the array because the photo sensitive area is
not continuous. The relationship between detector size and pixel
is determined by the characteristics of the sensor, as a significant
fraction of the area of the array may be non-photosensitive
material devoted to charge transfer. Interline transfer CCO arrays
have lines of readout registers adjacent to each line of detectors,
which may reduce the total photosensitive area by two thirds
(Khosla, 1985). Interline transfer CCOs are also more susceptible
to moire fringe effects. Frame transfer CCOs devote a much smaller
area to non-photosensitive materials, largely channel stops
between detectors, by using an adjacent but separate non-imaging
array as a storage area. This approach allows almost continuous
detectors of a proportionally larger size (for the same total area)
and minimizes moire effects.

Hence, typical frame transfer CCO and medium quality vidicon
cameras have similar resolution characteristics, but the latter
have a larger format area. However, the above discussion applies
to area array type CCOs, because linear array CCOs have different
characteristics and considerations. The number of elements in
linear arrays can vary, but arrays with 2048 pixels are
commercially available, albeit at a higher capital cost. The pixel
pitch in linear arrays is typically on the order of 13 11m, leading
to a physical length of approximately 28 mm. The linewise
scanning typically traverses a physical distance of 35 mm to
accord with the format of a standard 35-mm conventional camera.
The step distance in the linewise scanning may be set to equal
the pixel pitch, leading to a corresponding 2560 pixels in the
perpendicular direction. Therefore, linear array scanning cameras
have an equivalent resolution, but over a much larger format
area.

However, the geometric reliability of linear array cameras is
inherently less because of the mechanical scanning. It is unclear
whether non-linearities in the scanning process can be adequately
modeled, or indeed whether the non-linearities can be considered
to be predominantly systematic, or if they are perhaps random
events. There are also stability problems associated with these
cameras, and they are commonly used in a laboratory or office
environment for the recording of graphic, textual, or display
information under controlled conditions. Use of such cameras
in engineering or industrial environments would place additional
strain on the calibration problem for precise close-range metrology
because of the uncertainty of the calibration and the possible
necessity of introducing photo-invariant parameters to model
the scanning non-linearities.

Any of the three camera types must, of course, be treated as
non-metric because the optics and the rigidity of the body shell
are essentially equivalent to 35-mm SLR conventional cameras.
Reliable and precise results can only be obtained with at least
pre- or post-calibration using a test field, or preferably by means
of self-calibration. The principal advantage of the CCo area array
camera is that the film deformation problems associated with
standard non-metric film cameras are not present, as long as
the array is stable. In contrast, vidicon and CCo linear array
cameras are likely to exhibit electronic or mechanical scanning
deficiencies which are analogous to film deformation. Such

deficiencies would require adequate modeling by block- or photo
invariant parameters to achieve the optimum precision and
reliability. Vidicon sensors in particular may require sophisticated
error models to compensate for short term variations to the
calibration. Although the potential image precision of this sensor
type is comparable to the CCo sensor, systematic effects are
likely to degrade the reliability of vidicon based systems.

Due to the physically solid image plane, CCo area array,
vidicon, and perhaps CCo linear array cameras should also be
largely free of effects similar to film unflatness variation, which
are a characteristic of conventional non-metric cameras. The
orientation and shape of the image plane can be modeled by
an appropriate test range calibration and included as a constant
correction factor. However, the influence of operating conditions
and the external environment on the stability of sensor scanning
and flatness has not yet been thoroughly investigated. A great
deal more research is necessary before procedures and models
for the geometric and radiometric calibration of these cameras
are confidently established.

IMAGE DATA DIGITIZERS

Having established the resolution and format characteristics
of the readily available digital image sensors, the image data
must be acquired for image measurement and the subsequent
photogrammetric computations. This task is accomplished by
an image data digitizer. Commonly known as a frame grabber,
this device accepts an analog or digital signal from the sensor
and allows the host computer access to the data.

The majority of frame grabbers accept video information as
an analog signal in one or more of the standard video formats,
and convert the image intensity into digital information using
one or more analog-to-digital convertors. Real time applications
require frame grabbers which are fast and have a large onboard
memory to store and transfer each image at video rates. This
type is commonly used with area CCOs and vidicon sensors.
Linear CCOs use non-standard slow scan controllers as the data
acquisition device, because the image sensor is not intended for
use at video rates and the large number of pixels per frame
would require a prohibitively high data transmission rate.

The frame grabber has a resolution which is quite independent
of the sensor resolution, and a mismatch has obvious
consequences. To preserve the spatial resolution of the original
data source, the frame grabber must have an equal or higher
resolution of digitization. Use of a frame grabber with a lower
resolution than the sensor will result in a degradation of the
acquired image. Digitizing at a higher resolution will, of course,
not improve the spatial resolution of the sensor data, and this
effective resampling may have other consequences. Common
resolution values for frame grabbers are 512 by 512 or 1024 by
1024. Slow scan controllers are generally adjustable to suit a
variety of input devices and scan speeds.

Each pixel is digitized from the analog signal to an intensity
precision or grey value resolution indicated by a number of bits.
Bit values can vary from 6 to 16, but 8 bits is the norm. An 8
bit intensity per pixel corresponds to 256 grey values or shades
of grey. True or limited color can be obtained by three
simultaneous inputs and a color vidicon or CCo camera, or single
inputs using color filters and monochrome cameras.

In the context of close-range photogrammetric surveys for
engineering surveillance and industrial metrology, real time
processing, a high number. of grey levels per pixel, and color
are not essential. Considering that most applications are static
rather than dynamic, and retro-targets or some other well defined
target type are likely to be used, monochrome data with perhaps
32 to 64 grey values should be sufficient. The main advantage
is a decrease in the cost of both the camera and the image data
digitizer, particularly with regard to image digitizers without
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real-time image processing capabilities. A high number of grey
values per pixel will improve the pattern recognition accuracy
for image positions, but in the final analysis the object space
accuracy is primarily dependent on the sensor resolution.

HOST COMPUTER AND IMAGE ANALYSIS SOFTWARE

Image digitisers commercially available are compatible with
a wide range of microcomputers, and IBM compatibles and VME
bus based host systems are the market leaders. Image analysis
software packages are many and varied, and packages are often
bundled with image digitizers. The majority of packages are
available in a minimum form as libraries of routines callable
from high level computer langauges, or at a higher cost as menu
driven, "user-friendly" programs. The functions available range
from the simple addition and subtraction of images to
sophisticated fast Fourier transforms. Even the most basic of
these packages would provide sufficient routines to allow
rudimentary image processing to enable the location of the images
of discrete targets. A simple threshold and weighted centroid
algorithm suffices to give sub-pixel accuracy for image locations
when retro-targetting, or some other type of well-defined discrete
target, is used.

CAMERA CONFIGURATIONS

The camera configurations for the network simulation tests
are shown in Table 1. The table shows the adopted format, focal
length, and image location precisions for the three types of
image sensors discussed above, plus the corresponding data for
two conventional cameras, the Zeiss Jena UMK and the Geo
detic Services CRC-1. These latter two cameras are included as
they will be used as a basis for a comparison of the results.

The formats of the three digital sensor cameras have been
adopted in accordance with the discussion in the previous sec
tion, while the focal lengths have been adopted to closely match
the format-to-focal-length ratio of the conventional cameras, be
cause there will be direct comparisons made in the results. The
choice of a focal length for the digital sensor cameras is less
important than it may appear to be at first sight. The availability
of short focal length and zoom lenses allows any object field to
fill the frame from any reasonable range, leading to a relatively
constant image scale. A change in the focal length could be
compensated by a change in the camera to object distances in
any simulated network, without influencing the geometry/shape
of the network or the object space precision. The short focal
lengths are preferable, for the sake of the simulation, so that
the geometry is unchanged from that used with the conven
tional cameras. In practice this may not be desirable if there is
a dependence between short focal lengths and calibration sta
bility.

The image location precisions for the digital sensor cameras
are derived from the pixel sizes discussed in the preceding sec
tion combined with a typical sub-pixel target recognition pre
cision of ± 0.1. This figure presupposes that the targets will be
sized to span a few pixels at minimum and that an adequate
pattern recognition algorithm is available to determine the tar-

TABLE 1. DIGITAL SENSOR AND CONVENTIONAL CAMERA

CHARACTERISTICS.

Image Precision
Format (mm) Focal Length (J.lm)

Camera x y (mm) x y
Vidicon 12.7 9.5 9.0 1.3 1.5
CCO area (512 x 512) 8.8 6.6 6.0 1.7 1.3
CCO linear (2048 x 1) 35.0 28.0 25.0 1.3 1.3
UMK 160.0 115.0 100.0 1.6 (8.0) 1.6 (8.0)
CRC-1 230.0 230.0 240.0 1.6 (11.0) 1.6 (11.0)

get image locations. Thresholding alone can readily achieve an
image location precision of ± 0.4 pixels (Wong and Ho, 1986),
while a precision of ± 0.3 should be readily achievable with
simple target recognition algorithms (Torlegard, 1987). How
ever, various authors have reported precisions of ± 0.2 pixels
or less (Ackerman and Schneider, 1986; Burner et al., 1987; Curry
et aI., 1986; El-Hakim, 1986; Luhmann, 1986; Trinder, 1987) when
using well-defined, discrete targets. Precisions of ± 0.01 pixels
have been reported for discrete targets using a pre-calibration
of the radiometric characteristics of a CCo sensor (Stanton et aI.,
1987), so a level of precision of ± 0.1 pixels would seem readily
achievable.

The image location precisions for the conventional cameras
are derived from experience using a stereocomparator with a
repeatibility of 2 to 3 !-Lm and three to four rounds of image
measurements. This represents the achievable image location
precision for manual measurement using any of a broad class
of instruments embracing monocomparators, stereocompara
tors, and analytical plotters. Automatic comparators can achieve
a significantly better image location precision, but they are ex
cluded from consideration in the following simulations because
of their relative rarity and specialized nature. Certainly the vast
majority of photogrammetric practitioners would have regular
access to a comparator or analytical plotter, while relatively few
would have access to an automatic comparator. Further, if an
automatic comparator is accessible, then it is unlikely that an
alternative would be sought on the grounds of improving the
achievable precision and minimizing the processing delay alone.

The figures in brackets in Table 1 represent the equivalent
precisions for the conventional photographs if they are scanned
by a linear array CCo camera with a 2048 pixel array. Again, a
suitable target size and a pattern recognition algorithm with a
precision of ±0.1 pixels is assumed. Linear array scanning has
been used for direct photography of small objects for close
range applications (Murai et aI., 1986), but scanning of conven
tional photography for close-range applications has not been
reported. The assumption which must be made is that the linear
array camera can be pre-calibrated for lens distortions, array
"deformations," and scanning non-linearities, and that the cal
ibration is stable to acceptable limits. The fiducial marks or re
seau of the conventional photography can be used to transform
the scanned images into the camera coordinate system for each
frame processed in this way.

In all cases the pattern recognition would be facilitated by the
use of retro-targets to utilize the clean, discrete images pro
duced by such targets. Retro-targets can be used in virtually
any lighting conditions and their use is not restricted to labo
ratory or controlled lighting environments. Some experimental
work has already been carried out to confirm this supposition,
using a vidicon camera and a constant light source rather than
a flash or strobe (Shortis, 1988).

Further assumptions used in the following simulations are
that suitable software is available to carry out target identifica
tion and correlation for each frame and between frames, and
that each camera has undergone a pre-calibration using an ap
propriate test field. The latter consideration is not essential, but
simply facilitates the target identification/correlation and the
subsequent self-calibrating bundle adjustment processing.

SIMULATION STUDIES

Two examples of recent applications of close-range analytical
photogrammetry to industrial metrology and engineering sur
veillance were used to test the various camera configurations
by simulation. The first is the measurement of the surface of a
4-metre diameter microwave telecommunications antenna (Fig
ure 1). The antenna was orginally measured using a Zeiss Jena
UMK camera with a 100-mm focal length and stereocomparator
observations of monochrome glass plates, realizing a relative
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FIG. 1. Microwave antenna.

FIG. 2. Head frame structure.

accuracy in the object space of 1:44,000 (Shortis, 1986). The in
tention of the photogrammetric measurement was the detection
of departures of the manufactured surface from the design sur
face. The second example used is the measurement of a head
frame structure above a shaft access to a sewer tunnel under
construction (Figure 2). The head frame was originally mea
sured using a Geodetic Services CRC-1 camera with a 240-mm
focal length and stereocomparator observations of monochrome
film, realizing a relative accuracy of 1:79,000 (Shortis, 1987). In
this case the intention is to carry out a long term surveillance
program to monitor deformations of the structure.

Both the antenna and the head frame were signaled with
discrete targets, the former with 200 self-adhesive cross bar tar
gets and ambient light, the latter with 75 circular retro-targets
and a lamp head flash unit. The targets on the antenna were

suitable for digital image processing because the antenna was
mounted inside a factory in controlled lighting conditions, and
the targets showed good contrast against the surface. In terms
of the simulation, circular targets and/or retro-targets could have
been used to facilitate the image analysis.

The network simulation studies were carried out using a close
range bundle adjustment program employing the collinearity
equations with a comprehensive set of additional parameters,
known as TBO (Earls, 1983). Interior orientation elements (prin
cipal point position, focal length, and radial and decentring
distortions) were carried as mildly constrained unknowns in
every case, because pre-calibration of each camera configuration
had been assumed. A minimally constrained network was used
in all cases by explicitly fixing seven coordinates in the target
array. Although this will not give the minimum trace of the
derived object space coordinates, which could be obtained using
a generalized inverse or internal constraints, relative compari
sons of results are of importance here.

MICROWAVE ANTENNA SIMULATION RESULTS

The results of the simulations for the microwave antenna are
shown in Table 2 and 3. Five camera configurations, with their
associated formats, focal lengths, and image precisions, were
used; direct photography with the UMK, CCo area, and vidicon
cameras, and one case of indirect photography by scanning the
conventional UMK photographs with the CCo linear camera.

Table 2 shows the results for each camera when used with
four camera stations equally spaced around the rim of the an
tenna and a convergence angle of 70° (Fraser, 1986). The net
work geometry used here is similar to that of the original
application. The object space precisions and relative accuracies
show a trend which is predictable from the characteristics of
each imaging system. Using four camera stations, only the con
ventional UMK photograph would obtain an acceptable object
space precision with respect to the original surface tolerance
specification of ± 0.25 mm (which corresponds to a relative ac
curacy of 1:16,000). The scanned UMK photography could achieve
the specified tolerance with an additional one or two camera
stations around the rim.

The target sizes given in Table 2 are based on a span diameter
of five pixels for the digital sensors and 100 j..lm in the image
for the conventional photography. It is worthy of note that the
target sizes required for the CCo area and vidicon cameras would
result in significant errors in the surface heights of the target

TABLE 2. RESULTS OF SIMULATIONS FOR THE MICROWAVE ANTENNA
FOUR CAMERA STATIONS.

Object Space
Precision (mm) Relative Target

Camera x If z Accuracy Size (mm)
UMK Conventional 0.10 0.11 0.09 1:42,000 4
CCD Area 0.65 1.09 0.66 1:5,000 50
Vidicon 0.44 0.71 0.43 1:7,600 30
UMK Scanned 0.22 0.36 0.21 1:13,400 16

TABLE 3. RESULTS OF SIMULATIONS FOR THE MICROWAVE ANTENNA
MANY CAMERA STATIONS.

Object Space Precision
(mm) Relative

Camera Stations x y z Accuracy
CCD Area 12 0.39 0.60 0.38 1:8,800

36 0.23 0.35 0.22 1:15,000
Vidicon 12 0.25 0.42 0.25 1:13,000

36 0.15 0.24 0.15 1:22,000
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centers, due to the surface curvature, for targets near the rim
of the antenna. Compensation would have to be made for this
phenomenon at the image analysis stage.

Improvement in the object space precision achieved by direct
photography with the digital sensor cameras can be obtained
from simply increasing the number of camera stations. There
are little or no consequences to the image measurement of many
more frames; in fact, the only real consequences are increases
in the necessary time for the field data acquisition and the sub
sequent photogrammetric computations. Accordingly, Table 3
presents results for networks with 12 and 36 camera stations
for the CCo area and vidicon sensors. The 12-station network
has the same geometry as the four-station network, while the
36-station network consists of three groups of 12 camera sta
tions (each equally spaced around the rim) with convergence
angles of 60°,70°, and 80°. The convergence is limited to 80° to
avoid the possibilities of retro-target response fall off and the
influence of narrow, elliptical target images on the pattern rec
ognition.

The results shown in Table 3, while encouraging, show a
predictable trend of improvement which is proportional to the
square root of the number of camera stations, and therefore the
number of measurements. However, the object space precisions
for the two sensors and the 36-station networks are now ac
ceptable, or virtually acceptable in the case of the CCO, in terms
of the surface tolerance specification. It must be emphasized
that the additional observations are acquired at little extra cost
and that the reliability of the derived target coordinates would
be extraordinary (there would be approximately 14,000 redun
dancies in the 36-station networks).

HEAD FRAME SIMULATION RESULTS

images are also prohibitively large, and this problem alone would
rule out the use of such cameras.

The scanned CRC-1 photography is approaching the desira
ble level of precision, and the result can be augmented by a
similar strategy to that used for the microwave antenna. In the
case of the head frame, a network of 30 single-exposure camera
stations is proposed. The 30-station network composes a rec
tangular array of five horizontal rows of six camera stations.
The result of this simulation, shown in the second last line in
Table 4, however still falls short of the specified tolerance, and
it is unlikely that this result could be greatly improved by fur
ther variation of the network geometry.

The only remaining strategy is the approach taken by Luhmann
(1986). Instead of scanning the entire frame of the CRC-l, an
appropriate number of portions of the frame are scanned to
reduce the effective pixel size. For this particular set of circum
stances, a three by three matrix of scans is necessary, leading
to nine sub-frames with an image location precision of ± 3.5
~m. Each of these nine sub-frames can be conveniently trans
formed using the five reseau points which would be imaged,
and mathematically assembled to effectively form a full CRC-l
frame. In practice, only the reseau and target image locations
within each sub-frame would be carried forward, which is in
accord with the Luhmann strategy.

The results for this method are shown in Table 4, and al
though the precisions would undoubtedly be degraded by
propagation of error from the additional processing, the results
achieved do meet the tolerance specification with ease. How
ever, the sub-frame scanning, although less costly than manual
observation on a comparator or analytical plotter, would be a
time consuming and tedious process.

TABLE 4. RESULTS OF SIMULATIONS FOR THE HEAD FRAME.

The results of the simulations for the head frame are shown
in Table 4. Five camera configurations were used; direct pho
tography with CRC-l, CCo area and vidicon cameras, and four
cases of indirect photography by scanning the conventional CRC
1 photographs with the CCo linear camera.

The first four entries in Table 4 use a convergent network of
five camera stations opposite the face of the head frame, again
to accord with the original application. The head frame is ap
proximately 20 m high and 25 m wide, with an average depth
of 9 m. The camera stations form a vertical rectangle, with a
center point, at a distance of 25 m (a crane basket was used to
position the camera). Two frames were used from the exposures
at each station. The retro-targets (not visible in Figure 2) are
well distributed throughout the head frame. The specified tol
erance for the target precisions was set at ± 0.5 mm, corre
sponding to a relative accuracy of 1:53,000.

The object space precisions and relative accuracies for the ten
photograph cases again show a predictable trend. It is evident
that the two small format/short focal length digital sensors are
incapable of producing viable results for this case of engineering
surveillance. The target sizes required to produce recognizable

Camera

CRC-1 Conventional
CCO Area
Vidicon
CRC-1 Scanned (1)
CRC-l Scanned (9)
CRC-1 Scanned (1)
CRC-l Scanned (9)

Object Space
Precision

(mm) Relative
Photographs x y z Accuracy

10 0.120.22 0.12 1:170,000
10 4.1 8.0 4.2 1:4,800
10 2.6 5.0 2.7 1:7,600
10 0.8 1.5 0.8 1:25,000
10 0.27 0.51 0.27 1:74,000
30 0.5 1.0 0.6 1:37,000
30 0.15 0.35 0.15 1:114,000

Target
Size (mm)

10
310
190
60
20
60
20

CONCLUSIONS

Digital image sensor cameras can be applied to engineering
surveillance and industrial metrology applications of close-range
photogrammetry. However, in order to augment the object space
precision, additional effort must be undertaken in the field or
in the laboratory to acquire a significantly greater number of
images than the approach normally adopted for conventional
photography. The outstanding advantage of digital image sen
sors is the minimal cost of the"observation" of target images,
especially where retro-targetting is utilized to control the image
characteristics.

The commercially available digital image sensors based on
CCo area arrays or vidicon sensors are limited in their applica
tion for direct photography of small objects for industrial me
trology. CCO linear arrays show some feasibility for engineering
surveillance applications, due to their higher image resolution,
by means of scanning of conventional photography. The un
certainty of the scanning process is yet to be quantified and the
requirement for sub-frame scanning complicates the proce
dures, but nevertheless the approach is still feasible.

Periodic reappraisals of direct and indirect photography using
CCo and vidicon sensors will be demanded by advances in
hardware and as pattern recognition algorithms are improved
by further research. For example, CCo linear arrays of 4096 pix
els have been recently released onto the commercial market. Of
greater interest are CCO area arrays with 2048 by 2048 pixels
which have been manufactured and used for scientific appli
cations (Blouke et aI., 1987). A format of 55.3 mm by 55.3 mm
and a pixel pitch of 27 ~m, combined with a better sub-pixel
image location precision, would substantially improve the
achievable object space precision. When this type of sensor is
commercially available at an acceptable capital outlay, it will
find application to a wide range of close-range photogrammetric
measurement tasks, including industrial metrology and engi
neering surveillance.
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